PRESS RELEASE

The Saint Lucia National Trust again finds it necessary to voice its concerns about the Cabot Saint Lucia project in the public domain because of mounting concerns over the manner in which this development is progressing and the apparent lack of engagement by the responsible public authorities to fulfil their mandate.

We are aware that in July 2020 the Cabinet of Ministers decided to lease the Queen’s Chain adjoining the Cabot property to the developer for seventy-five years on conditions to be formulated by the Department of Physical Planning. We were also given assurances by the developer that the area of land on the south eastern corner of the property on which an Amerindian village and burial ground were located, and identified in the draft Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) prepared for the proposed development as an ‘Archaeology Priority Area’, was to be left undisturbed until a full archaeological investigation, and if necessary, an archaeological rescue mission is undertaken.

The draft ESIA completed on behalf of the developer is currently awaiting approval by the Development Control Authority (DCA). While the Developer’s and Cabinet’s undertakings provided the Trust with some measure of assurance that our concerns over the impact of this development on our heritage assets and rights of access were being considered, we remained vigilant to see that these matters were under active consideration and compliance, as the case may be.

We are very disturbed to learn that work is moving apace within the Queen’s Chain in ways that have implications for future public access to the coast and beaches in the area. We are not aware that the Cabinet of Ministers has approved the conditions of the Queen’s Chain lease. This raises questions as to whether the ongoing works within the Queen’s Chain are legal. We therefore call on the DCA to immediately investigate this matter and to take the necessary action under the Law that governs its operations to prevent works within the Queen’s Chain until the conditions of the lease are known and, when
appropriate, any development works are done in compliance with those conditions.

We are also very perturbed about ongoing land clearance that is impinging on the Archaeology Priority Area identified in the draft ESIA prepared for the proposed development. We recently wrote to the developer noting concern with works in the vicinity, and to remind him of his commitment to leave this area undisturbed. The Archaeology Priority Area boundary as provided in the draft ESIA plan is superimposed in red on the images of the site (left). The extent of land clearance taken from an aerial survey undertaken on January 31, 2021 shows significant encroachment into the Archaeology Priority Area, shown in pink, and estimated at this time to be in excess of 1.15 acres.

We are at a loss to understand how or why the DCA is allowing major works to continue before the ESIA is approved. We call on the DCA to actively monitor this development to ensure adherence with the approvals granted, and to take measures to ensure compliance.
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